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Abstract

In this work, we determine experimentally the dielectric function of monoclinic Cu2SnS3 (CTS) by spectroscopic ellipsometry
from 0.7 to 5.9 eV. An experimental approach is proposed to overcome the challenges of extracting the dielectric function of
Cu2SnS3 when grown on a glass/Mo substrate, as relevant for photovoltaic applications. The ellipsometry measurement reveals a
double absorption onset at 0.91 eV and 0.99 eV. Importantly, we demonstrate that calculation within the density functional theory
(DFT) confirms this double onset only when a very dense k-mesh is used to reveal fine details in the electronic structure, and this
can explain why it has not been reported in earlier calculated spectra. We can now show that the double onset originates from
optical transitions at the Γ-point from three energetically close-lying valence bands to a single conduction band. Thus, structural
imperfection, like secondary phases, is not needed to explain such an absorption spectrum. Finally, we show that the absorption
coefficient of CTS is particularly large in the near-band gap spectral region when compared to similar photovoltaic materials.
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1. Introduction

The ternary chalcogenide semiconductor Cu2SnS3 (CTS) has
attracted interest as a solar cell absorber material in the last
half decade. Indeed, promising power conversion efficiencies
of 4.63% and 4.29% have recently been reported by two inde-
pendent groups [1, 2]. The main potential advantage of CTS
over quaternary absorbers Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS), Cu2ZnSnS4
(CZTS), and Cu2ZnSnSe4 (CZTSe) is a relatively broad single-
phase region and reduced fabrication complexity due to fewer
chemical constituents [3]. Furthermore, the CTS compound
consists of inexpensive and non-toxic chemical elements, un-
like the common high-efficiency chalcogenide absorbers CIGS
and CdTe. CTS is typically produced by high temperature sul-
furization of metal precursors [1] or of a precursor S-containing
compound [2, 3].

Depending on the deposition parameters and sulfurization
conditions, CTS can form with different crystal structures.
Tetragonal, cubic, monoclinic, and triclinic phases have been
reported. Despite such phase variety, a theoretical work [4]
has shown that all the commonly observed crystal structures
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are based on the same zincblende pattern with tetrahedral co-
ordination. The only difference between them is the degree
of disorder in the cation sublattice, which results in differ-
ent crystal symmetries. The monoclinic phase is a perfectly
ordered phase, whereas the disordered cubic and tetragonal
phases feature different arrangements of tetrahedral S-Cu2Sn2
and S-Cu3Sn structural motifs. The best-performing CTS so-
lar cells reported so far had a CTS absorber with monoclinic
structure [1, 2].

A double absorption onset of 0.90-0.93 eV and 0.97-1.02 eV
[1, 5, 6] has consistently been reported in the literature for mon-
oclinic CTS, on the basis of both optical absorption and quan-
tum efficiency (QE) measurements. It has been shown [7] that
the double onset is an intrinsic feature of monoclinic CTS and
it does not arise from other CTS phases or other compounds.
However, another study [8] has shown that a disordered struc-
ture can exist locally even in single-phase monoclinic CTS due
to the high density of structural defects such as stacking faults,
which modify the local atomic coordination. This leaves the
open question of whether the double onset is a feature of defect-
free monoclinic CTS, or if it is a consequence of the high defect
density found in CTS thin films, which locally alters its band
structure and consequently its optical transitions. While the
electronic structure and density-of-states of monoclinic CTS
have earlier been analyzed theoretically [4, 9, 10, 11] and the
optical properties have been computed [4, 9], the double onset
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phenomenon was not reported in those studies. Furthermore, no
experimental data on the dielectric function of monoclinic CTS
is found in the literature. Experimental dielectric functions have
only been reported for multi-phase films identified as a mix of
tetragonal and cubic CTS [12], where it is not possible to isolate
the dielectric functions of the two single phases.

In this work, we synthesize thin films of monoclinic CTS
by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) on Mo-coated glass in or-
der to reproduce the conditions under which CTS is formed
in solar cell devices. We extract the complex dielectric func-
tion ε(E) = ε1(E) + iε2(E) of CTS in the photon energy range
from E = 0.7 to 5.9 eV by spectroscopic ellipsometry measure-
ment, and compare it to the dielectric function calculated within
the density functional theory (DFT) to corroborate the results
and to investigate the origin of the double onset phenomenon.
We find that the very details in the dielectric response at the
band-gap energy are revealed only with a very dense k-point
sampling. Then, the double onset phenomenon is explained as
optical transitions from the three topmost bands at the valence
band maximum (VBM) in a perfectly crystalline CTS. Thus,
the phenomenon does not need to be due to structural imper-
fections, like a disordered structure or secondary phases. Also,
with the dense k-mesh the shapes of both the real and imagi-
nary parts of the dielectric function are improved considerably
in the low energy region (i.e., below 1.5 eV).

2. Experimental details

Thin films of Mo (approximately 500 nm thick) were de-
posited on soda lime glass (SLG) by DC magnetron sputtering,
with a sputtering pressure of 1.3×10−2 mbar for the first 200 nm
(adhesion layer) and 3.9×10−3 mbar for the last 300 nm (low-
resistivity layer).

Thin films of Cu2SnS3 were deposited at room temperature
on Mo-coated soda lime glass substrates in a pulsed laser depo-
sition (PLD) setup with a background pressure below 3 × 10−6

mbar. The substrates were cleaned sequentially by ultrasonic
treatment for 5 minutes in acetone and isopropanol and finally
rinsed in ultrapure water. The laser beam from a Nd:YAG laser
(355 nm wavelength, 7 ns pulse duration) with a repetition rate
of 10 Hz was partly focused onto a beam-spot of 2.2 mm2 with
an angle of incidence of 45◦ with respect to the target normal
and a target-substrate distance of 4.4 cm, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
The laser fluence was set to 1.6 J/cm2. The targets used are
sintered power disks provided by Testbourne Ltd with the stoi-
chiometry Cu2SnS3.

After deposition, the samples were annealed at 570◦C for 10
minutes in a sealed furnace evacuated down to 10−4 mbar and
then filled with 100 mbar of N2 gas. Samples were placed in
a graphite box in the hot zone of the furnace together with 160
mg of sulfur.

The films were imaged with a scanning electron microscope
(SEM) equipped with a field emission gun (FE-SEM, Supra
60VP, Zeiss). Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX)
was performed in the same instrument using a silicon drift de-
tector (X-MaxN 50, Oxford Instruments) and a beam voltage of

Figure 1: Scheme of the pulsed laser deposition setup. In a vacuum chamber a
pulsed laser source (Nd:YAG, 355 nm, 7 ns pulses at 10 Hz) is focused onto a
target, which is ablated by the laser. The combination of target rotation and a
rastering mirror ensures uniform ablation of the target.

15 kV. EDX spectra were taken on five different spots and aver-
aged. The error bars are expressed as the standard deviation of
the measurements. The EDX analysis software (AzTec, Oxford
Instruments) was calibrated with elemental standards instead
of with a reference compound. Therefore, we expect the stan-
dard error due to an oversimplified EDX spectrum analysis to
be larger than the standard deviation of the measurements.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were collected with a
Bruker D8 powder diffractometer in Bragg-Brentano configura-
tion using Cu-Kα radiation, a 0.009◦ step size, and a 1.5 s/step
integration time. In order to avoid possible peak shifts due to
sample alignment errors, the diffraction pattern was aligned us-
ing the peaks of standard Si powder.

Raman spectra were obtained in the backscattering configu-
ration at a laser wavelength of 455 nm and laser power of 1.6
mW, using a 50× objective that resulted in a spot size of about
2 µm × 2 µm (DXR Raman Microscope, Thermo Scientific).

Ellipsometry measurements were performed in reflection
mode in the spectral range 0.7-5.9 eV on a rotating compensator
spectroscopic ellipsometer (M-2000, J.A. Woollam Co.) using
a collimated beam with a spot size of approximately 200 µm
× 300 µm. Ellipsometry spectra were analyzed and fitted with
the CompleteEase software package (version 5.06 - J.A. Wool-
lam Co.). When properties of a thin film are to be extracted
by an ellipsometry measurement, the reliability of the results
depends strongly on the amount of unknown fitting parame-
ters, versus the number of independent measured variables that
can be used to fit such parameters [13]. In order to increase
the number of measured variables, we measured the magnitude
(tan Ψ) and phase (∆) of the ratio between p- and s- type polar-
ization reflection coefficients for six angles of incidence (from
45 to 70◦ in steps of 5◦), giving twelve measured variables at
each wavelength, which were fitted simultaneously in the data
analysis step. In order to decrease the number of fitting parame-
ters, we extracted the dielectric function of each layer indepen-
dently in a separate ellipsometry measurement, as explained in
the following sections. A Kramers-Kronig-consistent b-spline
model was used to model the shape of the dielectric functions,
as demonstrated previously [14]. This means that the imagi-
nary part ε2(E) was fitted by a b-spline function using control
points spaced by 0.2 eV, whereas the real part ε1(E) was not fit-
ted independently but was instead derived by Kramers-Kronig
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Figure 2: Cross-sectional and top-view SEM images of the annealed CTS films
on a glass/Mo/MoS2 stack. The Mo, MoS2 and CTS layers are clearly visible
and are labeled in the cross-sectional image. Each film covers the underly-
ing layers uniformly without obvious pinholes or intermixing. From the cross-
sectional image, the estimated film thicknesses are 80 nm for the MoS2 layer
and 100 nm for the CTS layer.

integration. This implies that the relation between ε1(E) and
ε2(E) is a physical one, and that one fitting parameter, instead
of two, is required at each control point. Bruggeman’s effective
medium theory [13] was employed to treat surface roughness
as a 50%-solid-film-50%-air layer. Unless otherwise stated,
the thickness of the films and of the surface roughness layer
were treated as unknown parameters and fitted in the model.
However, in order to constrain their range to realistic values
and reduce potential correlation errors, their initial values were
assigned on the basis of measurements done with other tech-
niques. Since all the layers of interest for this study can be
clearly identified in cross sectional SEM images (Fig. 2), pixel
counting from high-resolution SEM images allowed us to es-
timate film thicknesses. In the case of surface roughness, the
measurement was done by atomic force microscopy (AFM) in
tapping mode over a 2 µm × 2 µm area (Bruker Dimension
Icon). The measured root-mean-square roughness value (Rq)
was used to initialize the thickness of the surface roughness
layer in the ellipsometry model (Re), because a good correlation
between the two quantities has been observed before, following
the empirical formula Re ≈ 1.5 Rq + 4 Å [15]. When fitting el-
lipsometry data, the allowed range for thickness and roughness
values was then restricted to the estimated value ±20%.

3. Computational details

The electronic and dielectric responses are theoretically an-
alyzed by means of the plane augmented wave formalism

within the DFT as implemented in the VASP program package
[16, 17]. We model the monoclinic Cu2SnS3 crystal with a 12
atom base-centered primitive cell, space group Cc = C4

s with
unique axis b. The electron density and the optical properties
are described with the exchange-correlation potential by Heyd
et al. (HSE06) [18] using a K = 5×5×5 Γ-centered Monkhorst-
Pack like k-mesh which implies Nk = 39 k-points in the irre-
ducible Brillouin zone (IBZ). We use the standard mixing and
range-separation parameter for HSE06. With these parameters,
the estimated error bar of the band gap energy for similar com-
pounds is about 0.1-0.2 eV [19, 20]. All the calculations are
performed with an energy cutoff of 420 eV. The structure of
monoclinic CTS (4a site atom positions) is fully relaxed us-
ing the HSE06 potential until the total energy and the residual
force on each atom converge to 0.1 meV and 10 meV/Å, respec-
tively. The relaxed lattice parameters of the monoclinic CTS
are a = 6.67 Å, b = 11.57 Å, c = 6.68 Å, and β = 109.41◦ for
unique axis b, obtained with the HSE06 exchange-correlation
potential with the standard parameter setting.

The imaginary part ε2(E) of the dielectric function is com-
puted directly from the electronic structure and the optical ma-
trix elements performing a tetrahedron integration, while the
real part ε1(E) is obtained via the Kramers-Kronig transforma-
tion, similarly to the experimental approach.

In addition, we perform complementary calculations using
the generalized gradient approximation (i.e., PBE [21]) and the
PBE+U approach [22] with an onsite Coulomb interaction of
Ud(Cu) = 6 eV on the Cu d-like orbitals. PBE implies zero
gap energy. With the correction potential Ud(Cu), the energy
gap is opened slightly and the d-like energy states are also cor-
rected [23]. However, an additional constant upwards shift of
the conduction band minimum (CBM) of ∆g is needed to repro-
duce the HSE06 gap energy; we therefore denote this method
PBE+Ud+∆g. With this PBE+U approach we can increase the
density of the k-mesh to reveal details in the dielectric spectra.

4. Results

4.1. Sample preparation and phase analysis

The CTS deposition time was tuned in order to obtain rel-
atively thin films for ellipsometry analysis (thickness after an-
nealing: less than 100 nm). This approach has been demon-
strated previously with other polycrystalline chalcogenide ma-
terials [24, 25], and it has been shown as an effective way to
keep the surface roughness low, which reduces light scattering
and depolarization effects. This makes it simpler to analyze the
as-annealed films without the need of altering the original sur-
face by polishing [13].

When analyzing a CTS film grown and annealed on Mo-
coated glass rather than on bare glass, a few precautions should
be taken. By annealing Mo in a S-containing atmosphere,
both with and without a sulfide film deposited on top, it is
well known that a MoS2 layer is formed on top of the Mo
layer if the temperature is high enough [26]. By means of Ra-
man spectroscopy and x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (not
shown), we have confirmed the presence of a MoS2 layer up
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Figure 3: X-ray diffraction pattern of a 2 µm-thick CTS film prepared with the
same recipe as the film for ellipsometry analysis. All detected peaks but two
can be attributed to monoclinic Cu2SnS3 (green - JCPDS-01-070-6338) and
cubic Mo (red - JCPDS-01-071-3771; the peak at 36.4◦ is the kβ component
of the strongest Mo peak). The two remaining peaks are also present in the
XRD pattern of the bare Mo film (not shown) and are attributed to two MoO3
phases (black - JCPDS-01-076-1003 and JCPDS-01-089-1554). The reference
powder pattern of monoclinic CTS is displayed in green below the measured
XRD pattern.

to 100 nm thick in our samples after annealing. This layer
is clearly visible when taking a cross-sectional SEM image
(Fig. 2). Compositional analysis of such thin samples by EDX
is inaccurate due to x-rays being generated in all the layers
of the stack and due to the overlap of the Mo and S peaks in
the X-ray spectrum. Therefore, thicker films (around 2 µm)
were prepared using the same recipe and analyzed by EDX.
The resulting atomic composition is Cu = (33.0 ± 0.3)%, Sn
= (18.0 ± 0.1)%, S = (49.0 ± 0.3)% with Cu/Sn = 1.81 ± 0.02,
similar to the composition of the best performing solar cells
[1, 2].

To confirm that a CTS phase is actually formed in the bulk
of the film, x-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed on the same
thicker film used for EDX measurements to increase the sig-
nal intensity. The detected peaks that are not related to Mo or
MoO3 can be attributed to monoclinic CTS based on the ref-
erence pattern JCPDS-01-070-6338 (Fig. 3). Such peaks are
related to different CTS crystal planes, thus we conclude that
our CTS film does not have a unique crystal orientation perpen-
dicular to the substrate.

It should be emphasized that distinguishing between different
CTS polymorphs by means of XRD alone is a difficult task due
to the similarity of their crystal structures and, hence, of their
XRD patterns [4]. On the other hand, the Raman spectra of
the different CTS polymorphs are more characteristic [27, 28].
Therefore, we performed Raman spectroscopy on five different
spots in the vicinity of the ellipsometry measurement area and
plotted the average spectrum (Fig. 4). Due to the presence of the
four characteristic Raman peaks of monoclinic CTS [28] and to
the absence of both cubic- and tetragonal CTS peaks [27], it
can be concluded that monoclinic CTS is the main phase in the
deposited film.
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Figure 4: Averaged Raman spectrum of the annealed CTS films on a
glass/Mo/MoS2 stack from five measurement points. The dashed lines cor-
respond to the four main peaks identified by Berg et al. [28] as vibrational
modes of monoclinic CTS. The dotted and dash-dotted lines correspond to vi-
brational modes attributed by Fernandes et al. [27] to cubic and tetragonal CTS
respectively.

4.2. Ellipsometry analysis

To measure the dielectric function of the Mo layer indepen-
dently, we annealed a single Mo film grown on soda lime glass
in the same deposition run as the investigated CTS stack. The
annealing conditions were the same as those used for the CTS
stack, with the exception that no sulfur was added, and that a
clean quartz tube was used in the annealing furnace. Anneal-
ing the Mo film prior to ellipsometry measurement was neces-
sary because it was observed that the dielectric function of Mo
changed noticeably when annealed. The thickness of the films
(500 nm) and its large absorption coefficient allows to neglect
reflection at the Mo-SLG interface and only consider reflection
at the Mo-air interface. Hence, the unknown parameters were
the thickness of the surface roughness layer and the dielectric
function of Mo. The latter was fitted using literature spectra
[29] as an initial guess. The results are shown in Fig. A.1, Ap-
pendix A. The mean square error of the fit is 2.834.

To measure the dielectric function of the MoS2 layer, we an-
nealed a Mo-coated glass substrate in a S atmosphere together
with the CTS sample used for ellipsometry analysis. The di-
electric function of Mo was treated as a known parameter, based
on the previous measurement. On the other hand, the presence
of the Mo-MoS2 reflection makes it necessary to include the
thickness of MoS2 as a fitted parameter. The dielectric func-
tion of MoS2 was fitted using literature spectra [26] as an initial
guess. The mean square error of the fit is 3.362. Well-known
excitonic features [30] are clearly visible in our measured di-
electric function and are labeled in Fig. A.2, Appendix A. Even
though single-crystal MoS2 has an indirect band gap of about
1.2 eV [31], significant absorption occurs below the band gap
energy in our film, as evident from the ε2 spectrum in Fig. A.2,
Appendix A. This has been observed before in multi-crystalline
MoS2 and has been attributed to defect absorption at surfaces
[31].

Turning now to the full Mo/MoS2/CTS layer stack of interest
for this study, a relatively simple optical model was employed
to fit ellipsometry data, in order to minimize the risk of ob-
taining artifacts in the dielectric function. The model (Fig. 5)
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Figure 5: Optical model used for data analysis of ellipsometry measurements
on CTS. It consists of a Mo bulk substrate, a MoS2 layer, and a CTS layer. From
an optical point of view, a bulk substrate is a layer in which only the reflection
from the top surface is considered. All layers are assumed to be uniform in
the depth direction and without intermixing. Bruggeman’s effective medium
theory is employed to treat the surface roughness layer. The angle of incidence
of polarized light in the measurement is labeled as θ.

consists of a Mo bulk substrate, a MoS2 layer, a CTS layer and
a surface roughness layer. All layers are assumed to be uni-
form in the depth direction and without intermixing. Cross-
sectional SEM images (Fig. 2) indeed show a regular CTS sur-
face roughness layer (Rq = 9.5±0.5 nm by AFM) and no clearly
visible intermixing between the layers, which qualitatively jus-
tifies our assumptions. When fitting the ellipsometry spectra,
the dielectric functions of both Mo and MoS2 were treated as
known parameters, based on the previous measurements. The
fitted parameters were the thicknesses of the MoS2 and CTS
layers, the surface roughness layer thickness, and the dielectric
function of the CTS layer. In order to increase sensitivity for
the double absorption onset, the node spacing of the b-spline
model of the CTS dielectric function was decreased to 0.02 eV
in the 0.8-1.1 eV spectral region. The measured and fitted Ψ

and ∆ spectra, with a mean square error of 2.936, are shown
in Fig. A.3, Appendix A. The value of the error is regarded as
acceptably low. In fact, simultaneous fitting of measurements
with less than six incidence angles lowers the mean square error
but it also yields less robust results and increases the correlation
between the estimated parameters. The fitted thickness of CTS
is 92.07 ± 0.09 nm and the resulting CTS dielectric function is
shown in Fig. 6. Note that two absorption onsets exist, compat-
ible with previous reports on monoclinic CTS [1, 5, 6].
The fitted value of the surface roughness layer Re is 12.72 ±
0.03 nm. This is is good agreement with the value 14.6 nm pre-
dicted by the empirical formula Re ≈ 1.5 Rq + 4 Å [15] using
the value of Rq measured by AFM. Combined with the fact that
our measured Rq is more than 10 times smaller than the mini-
mum wavelength (210 nm) used in our ellipsometry measure-
ment [13], this indicates that Bruggeman’s effective medium
theory is likely to be an acceptable method to treat the surface
roughness layer in our analyzed sample.

Absorber layers in thin-film solar cells are normally made
much thicker than our analyzed sample in order to allow full
absorption of light and achieve larger crystal grains to facili-
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Figure 6: (a) Real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function ε(E) =

ε1(E)+ iε2(E) for of monoclinic CTS, as determined by experimental and com-
putational techniques. Black solid line: experimental spectra by spectroscopic
ellipsometry. Blue dash-dotted line: calculated spectra with the HSE06 ap-
proach with a 5×5×5 k-mesh (Nk = 39 k-points). Red dashed line: calculated
spectra with the PBE+Ud+∆g with a denser 30 × 30 × 30 k-mesh (Nk = 6992
k-points). (b) Detailed view of the near-band-gap spectral region. Note that the
clear double absorption onset observed experimentally is revealed by computa-
tion only in the case of the denser k-mesh.

tate electrical transport. However, the dielectric function is not
expected to depend strongly on thickness as long as the film
is crystalline [32] and the optical model employed for ellip-
sometry data analysis is correct [13]. In fact, throughout our
experiments we observed significant distortion of the measured
CTS dielectric function only for film thicknesses below 30 nm,
due to partial loss of long-range order from partially amorphous
structure, and above 150 nm, due to inaccurate modeling of sur-
face roughness.

4.3. Electronic structure calculation
From the calculated electronic structure of monoclinic CTS,

we observe a direct Γ-point band gap with the gap energy
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Eg = 0.83 eV. Similar theoretical results have been reported
before: Zhai et al. [4] reported 0.84 eV also with the HSE func-
tional, Shigemi et al. [11] got 0.88 eV using HSE with a larger
Hartree-Fock exchange contribution, and Zawadzki et al. [9]
found 0.63 eV with a beyond-DFT GW approach. Overall,
these theoretical calculations [4, 9, 10, 11] yield similar elec-
tronic band structure and/or density-of-states. Moreover, calcu-
lation of monoclinic Cu2SnSe3 by Choi et al. [33] with HSE
showed improved dielectric response with a denser k-mesh.
However, none of the earlier published works discusses any fea-
ture in the electronic structure that can explain a double onset
phenomenon.

Computation of the dielectric function from HSE06 yields
spectra that are overall in fairly good agreement with the ex-
perimental results in the whole energy region (Fig. 6). How-
ever, one observes that the calculated spectrum of ε2(E) has a
weaker response just above the band gap energy. Also the peak
at around 1.2 eV in the calculated ε1(E) spectrum is too small,
too broad, and shifted to higher energies. These HSE06 calcu-
lations were done with a k-mesh of K = 5 × 5 × 5 (implying
39 k-points in the IBZ). Such k-mesh is commonly used, and
it is usually dense enough to generate accurate total energy and
an overall good electron density for semiconductors. However,
in order to see details in the optical properties, a much denser
mesh is needed. We therefore use the PBE+Ud+∆g method
with correction of the Cu d-states and an additional constant up-
wards shift ∆g = 0.52 eV of the CBM to reproduce the HSE06
band gap energy. With this method we increase the k-mesh
until the details of ε2(E) are revealed. We find an improved
ε2(E) spectrum between Eg and Eg + 0.5 eV for a k-mesh of
K = 30 × 30 × 30 (6992 k-points; red dotted line in Fig. 6).
Two significant details are observed: first, the strength of the
response function is much larger in this low-energy region and
therefore the spectrum shows a strong absorption onset. Sec-
ond, the double onset becomes visible. Both of these features
are in very good agreement with the measured spectrum of
ε2(E). With the improved ε2(E) spectrum for the low-energy
region, also the real part of the dielectric function is improved
considerably below Eg + 0.5 eV. The main peak in ε1(E) now
has a reasonable size and width, but is also correctly shifted to
around 1.0 eV. Moreover, one observes that this peak is actually
a double peak, which also is in agreement with the measured
spectrum.

For CTS, as for similar photovoltaic materials, it is well
known that the regular PBE generates zero, or almost zero, gap
energy. That implies also that the band edges become some-
what distorted. The d-state correction in PBE+U is important
not only to correct those orbitals but also to open the gap to
0.31 eV. Although a still too small gap energy, that is enough
to describe the curvatures of the bands much better. In order
to verify that the PBE+U method does not involve an incor-
rect model of the interaction potential, we analyze the compu-
tational method for monoclinic Cu2SiS3 (CSS). This compound
is similar to CTS, however with a much larger gap (Eg ≈ 2.6
eV)[34] and the regular PBE potential can therefore be used.
In Fig. A.4, Appendix A, we demonstrate that both the regular
PBE method and the PBE+U method generate similar dielec-

tric response spectra ε2(E) as HSE06 for the sparse k-mesh of
K = 5 × 5 × 5, although both methods have slightly larger re-
sponses than HSE06. Increasing the k-mesh improves the ε2(E)
spectrum correspondingly for both PBE and PBE+U. More-
over, we find that also monoclinic CSS exhibits a double ab-
sorption onset similar to CTS.

Thus, the calculation confirms that monoclinic CTS has a
strong dielectric response for photons with energies just above
the gap energy, and that the compound exhibits a double ab-
sorption onset.

5. Discussion

As demonstrated in Fig. 7, the calculation predicts that the
dielectric function of monoclinic CTS is very anisotropic in the
near-band gap region. In the very low energy region (Eg ≤ E <
Eg + 0.15 eV) the polarization in the z-direction is completely
dominating, while for higher photon energies also the polariza-
tion in the y-direction (and partly the x-direction) contributes
to the dielectric response. See Fig. 7 for definition of crystal
orientation.
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Figure 7: Polarization dependency of the dielectric function of CTS with
the PBE+Ud+∆g computational approach. The calculated dielectric response
ε2(E) is very anisotropic in the near-band-gap spectral region. The primitive
cell of the crystal is defined by the lattice vectors a1, a2, and a3, and the ori-
entation of the polarization is described in the Cartesian coordinate space (x̂, ŷ,
ẑ).

To explain these features, we analyze in Fig. 8 the electronic
structure more in detail. One first observes the direct gap at
the Γ-point. This gap energy between VBM (for band v1) and
CBM (for band c1) is directly associated to the first absorption
onset. The second and third uppermost valence bands (v2 and
v3) have maxima also at the Γ-point, with the energies 0.12 and
0.16 eV below the VBM. These two bands are thus responsible
for the second absorption onset. The three Γ-point transition
energies are thus EA = Eg (equal to 0.83 eV in the HSE06
calculation), EB = Eg + 0.12 eV (or 0.95 eV), and EC = Eg +

0.16 eV (or 0.99 eV). One notices that the topmost valence band
is very flat along the (010) direction (and also along the (100)
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Figure 8: Electronic band structure of monoclinic CTS along two main sym-
metry directions, computed with the HSE06 potential. At the Γ-point VBM,
there are three close-lying valence bands (see inset figure) that contribute to the
observed double absorption onset near the band gap energy. The marks indicate
the main character of the energy states. The upper panel shows the optical in-
terband matrix elements for electric dipole induced transitions. Each line color
refers to a specific valence band for the transition v j → c1, and each marker
type refers to a specific polarization of the matrix element Mαα. Blue, red, and
black lines represent transitions from the uppermost (v1), the second uppermost
(v2), and the third uppermost (v3) valence bands, respectively, to the lowest
conduction band (c1). Square, cross, and diamond markers represent x-, y-, and
z-polarized transitions respectively.

direction; not displayed). Therefore, the absorption coefficient
can be large near the gap energy, i.e., for Eg ≤ E < Eg + 0.5 eV.
The direct energy gap at the Y-point is only 1.70 eV = Eg + 0.87
eV, and the corresponding energy at the A-point is 2.47 eV =

Eg + 1.64 eV. Optical transitions at these k-states generate the
peaks in the dielectric function for energies from 1.8 to 2.5 eV.
However, also k-states in other directions in the IBZ contribute
to the spectrum in this energy range. For instance, the energy
between the VBM and the second lowest conduction band is
only 1.90 eV at the Γ-point.

The energy state at the CBM has the irreducible representa-
tion Γ1 of C2 point group. Also the VBM energy state has Γ1
symmetry. The irreducible representations describe the allowed
polarization of the allowed electric dipole induced transitions
for that k-state. The lowest conduction band has a strong con-
tribution of Sn s-like character. The conduction band contains
also S py-like (S pz-like) character along the (010) direction
((001) direction). Furthermore, the uppermost valence band has

primarily Cu dz2 -like and S pz-like character. This explains the
strong and in-plane z-polarized dielectric response related to
the first absorption onset. The second uppermost valence band
has Γ2 symmetry at its maximum with primarily Cu dxy-like
and S py-like character, while the third band has Γ1 symme-
try at its maximum with primarily Cu dx2−y2 -like and S px-like
character. Transitions from these two valence bands yield the
pronounced x- and y-polarized dielectric response. Of the three
topmost bands it is the third band that has most Sn s-like char-
acter away from the Γ-point, but the contribution is small (not
displayed). Noticeably, along the (001) direction, the topmost
valence bands (with Γ1 symmetry at the VBM) and second va-
lence band (with Γ2 symmetry) cross about 18% away from the
Γ-point, while the third band (with Γ1 symmetry) ”interacts”
and bends downwards. At the cross-over point, the characters
of the valence bands change symmetry, an effect which is typi-
cal for these types of band-band interactions.

The characters of the valence band states explain the optical
transitions. In the top panel in Fig. 8, we present the optical ma-
trix elements Mαα

v j→c1
= |〈ψkc1

|p̂αψkv j
〉|2, describing probability

for optical transitions from the valence band v j to the conduc-
tion band c1. Note that here v1 is the topmost valence state
for each k-point, whether or not bands cross along the symme-
try lines. One observes that close to the Γ-point the transitions
from the topmost valence band (blue lines) have mainly Mzz

v1→c1

contribution. The other terms in the optical matrix are less than
0.03, and therefore not presented in the figure. Transitions from
the second valence band (red lines) have mainly Myy

v2→c1
con-

tribution, while transitions from the third valence band (black
lines) have mainly Mxx

v3→c1
contribution. It is also clear how the

character of the band states affects the contribution of Mαα
v j→c1

when a band crosses or interacts with another band. The char-
acter of the bands, and the corresponding optical matrix ele-
ments, are the origin of the anisotropy of the dielectric function
ε2(E) spectrum, and it also may explain why the double onset
phenomenon is so pronounced in monoclinic CTS.

Unfortunately, the strong polarization dependence of the cal-
culated dielectric response of monoclinic CTS cannot be cross-
checked experimentally in this work. The reason is that the
crystal grains in our CTS film are not oriented along a single
lattice direction, as is evident by the number of different peaks
observed in the XRD pattern in Fig. 3. A spectroscopic ellip-
sometry measurement on a (001) surface in monoclinic CTS
is needed to observe experimentally the polarization-dependent
absorption onset.

Nevertheless, the shape of the dielectric function, the energy
of the first absorption onset and the energy separation of the
two onsets can be compared between experiment and theory.
In general, the band gap of a crystalline direct semiconductor
can be estimated experimentally by extrapolation of the linear
region above the absorption onset in an (αEn)2 versus E plot,
where α and n are the absorption coefficient and refractive in-
dex of the material, and E is the photon energy [35]. Often,
(αE)2 plots are used for this purpose in unpolarized transmis-
sion and reflection measurements because n is not easily de-
rived from the measurement. However, it has been shown that
band gap estimation can be difficult if n is omitted in the plot
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Figure 9: (αEn)2 versus E plot for monoclinic CTS, where the distance be-
tween the initial and final state of the two optical transitions responsible for the
double absorption onset can be estimated from the linear regions of the plots.
The absorption coefficient α and the refractive index n are derived from the
experimentally determined dielectric function of monoclinic CTS.

[29]. In the case of an ellipsometry measurement, α and n can
be readily extracted from the measured dielectric function of
CTS by employing the standard relations ε1 = n2−κ2, ε2 = 2nκ,
and α = 4πκE/hc, where κ is the extinction coefficient, h is
Planck’s constant and c is the speed of light in vacuum. Then,
the distance between the initial and final state of the two di-
rect transitions involved in the double onset can be estimated.
This method yields EA = Eg = 0.91 ± 0.01 eV for the first
onset and EB = 0.99 ± 0.01 eV for the second onset in mon-
oclinic CTS (Fig. 9). The energy difference between the two
onsets is therefore 0.12 eV by theory and 0.08 eV ± 0.01 eV
by experiment. Then, the double-onset phenomenon observed
experimentally can indeed be explained as caused by optical
transitions from the three topmost bands at the VBM in a per-
fectly crystalline monoclinic CTS. The phenomenon does thus
not need to be due to structural imperfections, like inclusion of
disordered structures or secondary phases.

As for the energy of the first absorption onset, the HSE06 cal-
culation predicts EA = Eg = 0.83 eV, whereas the measurement
yields EA = Eg = 0.91 ± 0.1 eV. It must be emphasized that the
calculated value is obtained from the single-particle energies at
the band edges, and one shall not expect that this Kohn-Sham
gap energy be exactly equal to the true fundamental band gap
energy. From similar calculations of CIGS and CZTS [19, 20]
we expect the HSE06 method to underestimate the actual band
gap energy by about 0.1-0.2 eV.

Regarding the shape of the dielectric function, it shall be em-
phasized that only with a fine k-point sampling the shapes of
both the real and imaginary parts of the computed dielectric
function are improved considerably in the low energy region
(i.e, for photon energies between 0 and Eg + 1.5 eV). Consid-
ering this, the computed dielectric response spectra are in good
agreement with the experimental spectra from monoclinic CTS
in the whole energy region from 0.7 to 5.9 eV. Based on the
experimental spectra, the refractive index n of monoclinic CTS
is between 2.7 and 3.2 over a broad spectral region, from be-
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Figure 10: Refractive index n and extinction coefficient κ for monoclinic CTS,
derived by the experimental dielectric function spectra obtained by spectro-
scopic ellipsometry. The refractive index exhibits relatively low dispersion in
the visible region of light.

low the band gap to about 5 eV (Fig. 10). Finally, we note
that the absorption coefficient of monoclinic CTS is quite large
in the spectral region of large solar irradiance (roughly 1.0-2.5
eV), when compared to the widely investigated chalcogenide
thin film absorbers for photovoltaics CIGS, CdTe, and CZTS
(Fig. 11). In particular, the near-band gap region between 1.0
and 1.5 eV features very strong absorption due to the contribu-
tions from multiple optical transitions, even when compared to
similar low band gap materials such as CZTSe. This has two
beneficial consequences: 1) the absorber layer can be thinner,
resulting in lower material consumption, and 2) charge carriers
are, on the average, generated closer to the p-n junction, where
the collection probability is high. These features, together with
the relatively low band gap, make CTS a promising candidate
as a bottom absorber in tandem solar cells.

6. Conclusion

We have experimentally determined the dielectric function
of monoclinic CTS by spectroscopic ellipsometry from 0.7 to
5.9 eV. An experimental procedure has been proposed to over-
come the challenges of extracting the dielectric function of a
CTS thin film grown on a glass/Mo substrate. This involves
separate measurement of the dielectric function of each layer in
the stack, and careful initialization of the unknown parameters
in the data fitting step using the results from other measure-
ment techniques. The experimental dielectric function has been
compared to that obtained by computation using DFT with a
satisfactory agreement also at a quantitative level. The calcu-
lation has confirmed a double absorption onset at 0.9-1.0 eV,
which originates from direct optical transitions at the Γ-point
from three energetically closely-spaced valence bands to a sin-
gle conduction band in perfectly crystalline monoclinic CTS
bulk. Thus, the phenomenon does not need to be due to struc-
tural imperfections, like inclusion of disordered structure or
secondary phases. Importantly, the double onset can only be
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Figure 11: Absorption coefficient of different chalcogenide absorbers in the
spectral region of most interest for solar cells. CTS: derived from the dielec-
tric function measured in this work; CdTe: taken from Li et al. [36]; CIGS
(CuIn0.62Ga0.38Se2): taken from Minoura et al. [24]; CZTS (Cu2SnZnS4):
taken from Li et al. [25]; CZTSe (Cu2SnZnSe4), taken from Choi et al. [37].
The absorption onset in CTS is relatively sharp and with a high intensity, even
when compared to CZTSe, which has a similar band gap.

predicted in the case of using a dense k-mesh. We therefore use
the PBE+U approach (with dense k-mesh, to reveal details in
the dielectric function spectra) combined with the HSE06 hy-
brid functional (for better description of the overall spectra) to
describe the optical properties. The calculation predicts that the
response function of CTS is very polarization dependent near
the band gap energy, and this will help future optical analysis
of monocrystalline CTS samples. Finally, we note that the ab-
sorption coefficient of monoclinic CTS is particularly large in
the near-band-gap region between 1.0 and 1.5 eV. This makes
CTS an interesting option as a bottom absorber in tandem solar
cells.
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Appendix A. Supplementary figures
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Figure A.1: Real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function ε(E) = ε1(E) +

iε2(E) of the Mo layer from spectroscopic ellipsometry. The analyzed sample
is a Mo film on glass after a 570◦C anneal in N2 without sulfur addition.
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Figure A.2: Real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function ε(E) = ε1(E) +

iε2(E) of the MoS2 layer from spectroscopic ellipsometry. The analyzed sample
is a Mo film on glass after a 570◦C anneal in N2 with 200 mg of sulfur, resulting
in the formation of a MoS2 layer at the surface, with a thickness of about 70 nm.
Weak excitonic features, arising from direct d-d transitions split by spin-orbit
interaction, are resolved and labeled A and B as in previous works [30].
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Figure A.3: Spectral magnitude Ψ(E) and phase ∆(E) of the ratio be-
tween p- and s- type polarization reflection coefficients, measured on the
glass/Mo/MoS2/CTS stack by spectroscopic ellipsometry. For both Ψ(E) and
∆(E), the measured and modeled spectra are shown at six angles of incidence,
between 45◦ and 70◦.
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Figure A.4: The imaginary part ε2 of the dielectric function for monoclinic
Cu2SiS3 with the HSE06 and PBE+Ud+∆g computational approaches. All
spectra has the onset at Eg = EA = 2.60 eV, determined from a HSE06 cal-
culation. First, we demonstrate that the PBE+∆g [i.e., with no onsite Coulomb
potential, thus Ud(Cu)= 0 eV; see (a)] generates qualitatively the same near-gap
spectra as PBE+Ud+∆g [with Ud(Cu)= 6 eV; see (b)] near the band-edge en-
ergy. Second, with a sparse 5× 5× 5 k-mesh (implying Nk = 39 k-points in the
IBZ) both HSE06 (light blue lines) and PBE+Ud+∆g (purple lines) show qual-
itatively the same spectra with no indication of a double onset near Eg. Third,
with a denser 20 × 20 × 20 k-mesh (2121 k-points; red lines) and 30 × 30 × 30
k-mesh (6992 k-points; black lines) the double onset is clear, and one actually
observes the contributions from the three transitions EA = 2.60 eV, EB = 2.76
eV, and EC = 2.83 eV; compare with Fig. 7.
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